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If you're one of the 25 million single ladies over 45 surviving in america today, this reserve is your brand-
new best friend. Packed with specific information, The Single Woman's Instruction to Retirement includes
real-life tales from women like everyone else to illustrate your alternatives and give you fresh new
concepts about how to make the most of your retirement years. Walking you through the challenges of
retired or pre-retired life, it covers the problems that matter to you.
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I love this book in particular since it is written so . not read everything - but good information.. I love this
book in particular because it is written so well. It basically reduces into areas of the country and has first
person content on what the region is similar to from their perspective. This book is a good resource for
women who are newly single or contemplating making a change.. Everything depends on what you're
looking for. I really appreciated this publication and produced me rethink what I really wish and where I
may want to do it. It might be especially helpful for a single woman who is just starting to gather
information or has a little information about getting ready for retirement. Superficial and no 'meaty'
advice. Good information So far, I haven't come across a large amount of information that I didn't already
know, which makes up about the 4 stars rather than 5 stars. (The sooner you understand about all of this,
the better. There is actually something for everyone. Also, it's from AARP, so that you can depend on the
information's accuracy. It's well organized so that you can simply skim through any sections that don't
discover, to apply to you. I purchased the Kindle version, so I could highlight stuff that I want to be
capable to get back to quickly. This book is really worth your period and the cost. Retirement guide for
singles Lots of info in a little space. There are several good ideas nevertheless, you must take notes.) Also,
the reserve gathers lots of details into one place, so even someone additional along in planning retirement
could find the reserve useful, as I really do. I purchased it used nonetheless it was like brand-new. No
problems. How to travel alone; Still reading it, but great up to now. Would you think this would be in the
book?Glad there is a instruction for singles. She will an excellent job of covering pension planning any
woman. Not very comprehensive. Lots of tips and tricks to keep yourself busy - I mean who wants to
watch TV all day long?and even for men.. Each provides it's treasures and amenities. This is a great
resource even though you are not single. Good Advice I already had everything to ensure that retirement,
but I wanted to read this book in the event I missed anything. Everything you need to consider is
protected in this publication. I didn't need it in the end, but was happy I had already carried out
everything that was recommended. Good advice, especially if you have not been directly involved in your
retirement plans. Good resource I have purchased several retirement preparation books of late and being
recently divorced idea this book might easily fit into well with my mini library. Most books cope with
couplesThank you Good Info We love all the information and web links about things I never knew where
available, for example, you may take a class on-series at Yale for free! Large amount of links and
resources are included, and she pointed out things I had not previously considered. Highly recommend for
any woman considering her retirement years and how exactly to spend them and not simply from a
economic perspective. This book is a good resource for women who are newly single or contemplating ...
There are numerous hidden treasures in this nation and it is amazing reading about small town life and
also the big cities. Well worth the price alone for a few new ideas not heard of elsewhere. Retiring This
book is filled with good advice for the single woman and really for anybody, good tips too. I didn't. Item
came promptly and in good shape. This book can help you prepare. Great reference material. I am
continuing to read the publication and I am enjoying the book very much.. There is much to learn. Five
Stars So a lot of things that you'll never consider to think about in retirement. the best cruise lines for
singles. How awesome is that! Superficial no 'meaty' suggestions ... It's in large printing - that i was not
alert to - but that is okay. However, the info in this publication is GOOD. Four Stars Interesting, not yet
finished Five Stars Best book I've read in a while. Great guide and I'm going to be keeping it#!. It's in
large print - that i .The book is filled with good financial advice too.. not read it all - but good information.
Not very comprehensive.
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